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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new satellite multicast
security protocol based on ECPVSS (Elliptic Curve
Pintsov-Vanstone Signature Scheme). Our protocol is
especially designedfor satellite multicast systems having
very large member size as well as highly dynamic
member join-leave characteristic. We design two
independent key distribution layered architecture that
has many advantages over classical satellite multicast
systems. Our protocol significantly reduces rekeying
workload of satellite multicast systems. The number of
keys that are stored on the satellite is also reduced. As a
novel approach for secure key transmission, we utilize
ECPVSS to provide major cryptographic goals while
significantly reducing bandwidth consumption. We show
that the proposed protocol can handle very large
multicast system securely and effectively while providing
additional advantages when compared to some widely
accepted protocols.

1. Introduction
Providing security in satellite multicast systems is one

of the most challenging problems in wireless
communication. The problem becomes much severe for
satellite multicast systems having very large number of
members and high member join-leave frequency. Many
different solutions have been proposed for the multicast
security problem [1] .Unfortunately, existing security
models cause massive workload on all of the system
components. To minimize the workload resulting from
the security concern, we propose a novel multicast
security protocol for use in satellite networks.

Our protocol is especially designed for satellite
multicast systems having very large number of members
and high member join-leave frequency. Our protocol
consists of two new approaches and uses combined
methods including new concepts for protocol designs and
application suit cryptographic methods. Our protocol
targets main source of the hierarchical key distribution
protocol that is spreading the effect of the modification,
which is performed on the single point of the logical key
tree, to the whole tree. This problem stems from the fact
that, in order to provide forward and backward security,
for each member join leave event, group key must be
updated in multicast security system.

Our protocol uses two independent key distribution
layers for solving this frequently rekeying problem. First
layer consists of satellite-terrestrial units (TUs) and
second layer consists of TU-members. Both layer uses
LKH (Logical Key Hierarchy) [2] key distribution
protocol. Using two independent key distribution layers,
effect of the modification is encapsulated on only its
local group. Using independency principle, whenever a
member join-leave event occurs for a member, only
related terrestrial unit group is affected from that event.
Any other part of the system is prevented from being
modified that provides significant performance gain
especially for satellite. Also, batch keying is done that
decreases rekeying workload of the satellite.

Apart from protocol based performance gains, our
protocol uses appropriate cryptographic algorithms that
make two independent encryption layers feasible and
secure. In this protocol, we use ECPVSS (Elliptic Curve
Pintsov-Vanstone Signature Scheme) [3], [4] that
satisfies many properties of ECDSA [5] like
authentication, integrity and unforgeability. However,
ECPVSS is a message recovery type signature that is
especially suitable for bandwidth constraint environment
[3] and has advantages compared to classical signature
schemes. Our protocol uses ECPVSS to transmit session
keys that will be used for batch keying and group key
transmission. ECPVSS provides significant bandwidth
usage advantages for satellite while providing high
security. As far as our concern, ECPVSS has not been
used for this purpose before.

2. Related Works
Key management protocols use hierarchical methods

to handle large multicast systems. Essentially, key
management protocols can be classified into two major
categorizes [6]: Key based hierarchy and group based
hierarchy. Key based hierarchy approaches use logical
tree-structures for managing cryptographic keys in
hierarchical manner such as [7], [8]. Group based
approaches divide main group into hierarchical sub-
groups in order to manage large multicast systems like
[9], [10]. Integrating these approaches, hybrid methods
exist such as [1 l].Our protocol is also a hybrid approach.
We compare our protocol with Flat and pure LKH

protocol in section 6. Thus, we give some properties of
these protocols. In Flat protocol, each member is directly
connected to key manager and has a unique key.
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Whenever a key update occurs, group key is sent to each
member one by one encrypting it by unique keys of each
member. Thus, key update and storage cost of Flat
protocol is N. N is the number of members in
multicast system. LKH protocol, designed for handling
moderately large and dynamic groups, uses a tree
structure to reduce rekeying cost. In LKH protocol, each
member stores a key vector to reach group key. This key
vector contains the keys which take place on the path of
the member to reach the root of the tree. Using this
method, for each member join-leave event, only keys that
are on the affected paths are updated. This structure
reduces rekeying cost of LKH from N to k logk N
where k is the branching factor of the tree. This is a
significant advantage compared to the Flat protocol.

For cryptographic methods, generally, DLP (Discrete
Logarithm Problem) based DH (Diffie-Hellmann) [12],
public key cryptography algorithms such as RSA-
ElGamal [13] and ECDH, which is extension of the DH
in EC, are used. However, these approaches do not
provide critical cryptographic goals together, which are
confidentiality, authentication, integrity and
unforgeability [14]. Especially, group based DH [15] and
ECDH approach are vulnerable "man-in-the-middle
attack". Classical digital signatures such as DSA and
ECDSA [5] provide these properties but cause
bandwidth overheads. Note that, ECC based
cryptographic methods have important advantages for
both computational complexity and key storage and are
preferred for wireless networks [16]. For bulk data
multicast, symmetric cryptography is used. Block ciphers
in appropriate mode such as AES, DES or stream ciphers
can be used.

3. Properties and Description of ECPVSS
ECPVSS is a message recovery (MR) type signature

scheme based on ECC (elliptic curve cryptography).
ECPVSS has many advantages for short messages when
compared to the signature scheme with appendix [17]
and some other MR type signature schemes.
ECPVSS has been proposed in [3] and is especially

used for Digital Post Marking (DPM) applications.
ECPVSS provides confidentiality, authentication,
integrity and unforgeability together in efficient manner
generating smaller signature sizes than classical digital
signature algorithms.

Formal security proofs for ECPVSS are given in [18]
covering ROM (Random Oracle Model). Also, some
concrete examples are given for size of the messages
used in DPM applications. Moreover, analysis, proofs
and techniques for MR type signatures and ECPVSS can
be found in [19]. Note that, ECPVSS has been
standardized by IEEE in [20]. This standard also
includes details about KDF (Key Derivation Function)
which is used to obtain symmetric key from different
data types.

group of points on elliptic curve E(Fq) over finite filed

IF and number of points on the curve P is divisible byq
n . Then following notations are used:

7: A point on the curve and used as implicit

certificate. Is: Identity of the signer. H: Cryptographic
hash function, 11 denotes concatenation operation. a:
Private key of the signer and is calculated by
using Is and 7. Q = a G: Public key of the signer.

Data = C II V where C represents data element that
requires confidentiality and can be recovered during the
verification. V is plaintext part of the data.

In the description of ECPVSS, we directly use Q and

does not show how it is generated from Is,g and some

other parameters. We say Q is authentically obtained to
refer these processes.
Steps of ECPVSS are given below:

Signature Generation:
1. Split data into two part: V and C.
2. Generate a random number k where k < n.
3. R = k G, R is a point on the curve.
4. Derive a symmetric key R' from R using key

derivation function. R'= KDF(R).
5. Transform the C using bijective transformation

Tr parameterized by R'. This transformation
destroys the algebraic structure ofC. Tr may be
a symmetric encryption algorithm such as AES
DES or simply XOR operation: e = TrR' (C).
Confidentiality of R is protected by
intractability of ECDLP and randomness of the
value k.

6. d =H(e 11 s IIV).
7.
8.

s=a*d+k modn.
Pair (s, e) is the signature pair used for

verification. Pair (s, e) and plaintext data part

V are sent to the verifier.
Signature Verification:
1. Public key of signer Q is authentically obtained

by verifier.
2. d =H(ellls IIV).
3. U =s G-d Q. UseKDFifnecessary.

4. X = Tr' (e). Recover the confidentially
protected part of the data.

5. Check redundancy of X and if X has required
redundancy declare X = C and accept the
signature as a valid signature.

We give definition and notations for ECPVSS
algorithm. Let G be a public point of order n in the
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4. Design Properties and Principles of Our
Protocol

4.1. Contribution for Architectural Design
Most important performance gain is obtained from

architecture design. Our protocol uses two independent
key distribution layers that provide significant
performance gain for especially rekeying workload of
the satellite. In classical multicast systems, whenever a
member join-leave event occurs, whole multicast system
is affected from modification and group manager
(satellite in our case) realizes key update according to the
policy of key management protocol (LKH in our case).
Under these conditions, if group manager is directly
responsible from members then each member-join leave
event inevitably affects to the group manager. This
situation creates significant performance deterioration in
large multicast groups. Also, rekeying workload
especially becomes problem for satellite multicast system
having dynamic mobile members. In long term, even if a
good key management protocol is used, overall
performance of system is determined by number of
rekeying operation and number of members that are
affected by rekeying operation.

Taking into consideration these problems, we design
two independent LKH layers for satellite multicast
security systems. In first layer (satellite- TU), satellite
manages a TU group using LKH key management
protocol. As long as TUs are available, satellite does not
realize rekeying operation. In second layer (TU-
members), each TU has its own member group and
manages them using LKH key management protocol.
Whenever a member join-leave event occurs, only
related TU is affected from modification. LKH rule is
applied for key update to the local TU group. Neither
other TU groups nor satellite are affected from
modification. This approach significantly reduces the
workload of the satellite. Detailed analysis of our
protocol is given in section 6.
LKH protocol is selected to use in layers because LKH

can handle moderately large and dynamic multicast
groups successfully. Note that, in our protocol, each local
group contains small number of members due to
independency principle.

4.2 Contribution for Cryptographic Method
Aspect to the Multicast Security Protocols
In multicast security protocols, cryptographic methods

that are used to transmit keys have critical importance.
Even if key management protocol and architectural
design minimize rekeying workload, if appropriate
cryptographic methods are not used, then the system is
overloaded due to cryptographic processes. This
situation especially must be taken into consideration for
layered architecture like our protocol.
Classical key exchange methods are prevalently used

but naive implementation of these protocols causes
security problems. Note that, to provide major

cryptographic goals, digital signature type cryptographic
solutions are required. In classical signature with
appendix applications, message is also transmitted with
its signature. If message size is small, the signature of the
message causes 100% overhead and creates significant
bandwidth consumption.

Taking into consideration these factors, we propose a
novel approach for cryptographic method to use in
satellite multicast security protocol. To realize group key
update, only small symmetric keys, which are generally
128 or 256, are transmitted to the destination. Major idea
behind of our choice is that an efficient MR type
signature is excellent candidate to transmit these
symmetric keys. ECPVSS is one of the most efficient MR
type signatures and naturally possess the advantages of
ECC as mentioned in section 2-3. As far as our concern,
ECPVSS has not been used to transmit key update
processes in satellite multicast security protocol. Details
of the advantages of the using ECPVSS are given in
section 6.

5. Details of Our Protocol
We give details of our protocol. Following notations

are used:
ICI: Implicit Certificate Information. EC Keygen:

Elliptic curve key generator validating parameters.
CPRNG: Cryptographically secure pseudo-random
number generator. N :Number of members in satellite
multicast system. 1: Number of TUs in satellite multicast
system. n1: Average number of members that belong(s)

to a local TU member group. EK - DK: Symmetric
encryption-decryption function.

5.1 Satellite-TU Layer
Satellite is responsible for generating and distributing

group keys to the TUs in hierarchical manner. Also,
satellite realizes data multicast using transmitted group
key to the TUs. Satellite generates group key GK to
realize data multicast and batch keying for group keys of
TUs. GK is signed and recovered by ECPVSS that
provides major cryptographic goals for satellite-TU
layer. GK is used to for symmetric encryption of group
key vectors Zi. TUs use group key vectors Zi to

realize data multicast to the members. Note that, Zi and
data are multicasted using symmetric key encryption
functions.
1. Satellite generates implicit certificates and public-
private pairs for each TU and inserts required keys to the
ICIs. ICIs are transmitted to the TUs.
Qi = EC KeyGen(yoi,1Ii,aia), ICIi - (Qi and

other required paramters) where 1 < i < 1.

2. Satellite generates group key GK. GK is inserted
to the C part and signed with ECPVSS. ICIs are
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inserted into V part. Signature pairs for each TU are
generated and transmitted to the TUs.

GK = CPRNGO), C = GK, Vi = ICI,

(ei, si) = ECPVSS _ Sing (Vi, C),

TUi <-(Vi,ei,si), l<i <l.
3. Satellite generates group key vectors Zi for

1 < i < 1. Each group key vector Zi is assigned to a TU.

Elements of group key vector Zi are Zij
where I < i < 1 and 1< j < ns. Zi,j denotes j'th group

key that is used by i'th TU. Each TUs use Zij group

key to realize data multicast to the members. Zij
provides batch keying. Note that, satellite may store only
seed values of the group key vectors in order to reduce
number of keys that are stored. zij group keys are

encrypted using GK.
Zi j = CPRNG(, n), Zi, j = EGK (Zi,j),
TUi <_ Zi,j, l< i <l, I1< j <ns.

4. Satellite realize data multicast using GK.
M'=EGK(M), TUi<-M'.

5. Whenever a TU join-leave event occurs, satellites
update group key GK using ECPVSS as in previous
steps while obeying LKH update rules.

5.2 TU-Member Layer
In this layer, each TU has its own local member group

having 2048 member or more. TUs decrypt multicast
data and zi using GK that is obtained from satellite

using ECPVSS. Each TU has its own Zi vector that

contains group key vectors Zij. Suppose that, i'th TU

uses Zi j group key in current state. After that, for i'th

TU, whenever a member join-leave event occurs, TU
uses next group key such that Zij e zi,j+l. Satellite is

informed for group key modification. Zij are used to

encrypt multicast data and provides batch keying. Zij
are signed with ECPVSS and transmitted to the related
members.

1. (Vi, ei,s i, M') v- Satelllite.
2. Ci = ECPVSS _ Unsign(ViI ei,si), GK = Ci

is obtained authentically and confidentiality by each TU.
3. Each TU obtains group key from satellite that will be

used data multicast to the members: zi,j = DGK (z< j).

4. Each TU decrypts multicast data using GK which is
obtained from satellite: M = DGK (M')

5. Each TU generates implicit certificates and public-
private pairs for each member and inserts required keys
to the ICIs. ICIs are transmitted to the members.
Qi=EC KeyGen(Q<,I' ,ai), ICIi e (Q[ and

other required paramters) where 1 < i < ns.
6. Each TU transmits group key Zij to its local

member group using ECPVSS. Also, multicast data is
encrypted using group key Zi j .

CI=zij IVi=CIi, I<i,j<ns

(ei, si) ECPVSS _ Sing (Vi, Ci),
M = Ez. (M ), Memberi v- (Vi' e, s, M")

7. Each member obtains group key zij from their TU

using ECPVSS. Using group key zij, each member

decrypts multicast data using group key.
(Vi', e', s',M" <- Memberi

= ECPVSS - Unsing (Vi, ei, s'), zi j = C[.
are obtained by each member. Then M = Dz (M").

8. Whenever a member join-leave event occurs, only
group key of related local member group is updated
such that Zij - Zi j+l applying LKH rule. Neither

satellite nor other TU local groups are affected from
modification. Satellite is only informed for next group
key is in use.

6. Performance Comparison and Results

6.1 Advantages and Performance Comparison
for Architecture and Design Aspects

Our protocol has significant advantages to some well-
known protocols for scalability, fast rekeying, and
security aspects. Note that, most resource limited
component of the system is satellite. Thus, it is critical to
reduce workload of this component. Using two
independent layers, satellite nearly is not affected from
rekeying requirements of member and this situation
significantly reduces the rekeying and cryptographic
workload of the satellite.

Table 1 shows performance comparison of our
protocol to the Flat and LKH protocol for five major
criteria. Most important criterion is rekeying workload of
the satellite. This criterion also determines computational
effort and bandwidth consumption of the satellite.
Rekeying workload of the satellite is determined by N
and number of rekeying in certain time period, that is r.
For instance, very large multicast system having N =106
member, in moderate time period, r =105 rekeying is a
reasonable assumption.
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In section 2, rekeying cost of Flat and LKH protocol
are given as N and k logk N respectively. In both
protocol, due to members are only managed by a
centralized group manager (satellite in our case), each
rekeying operation (member join-leave event) affects to
the satellite. Thus, for r rekeying, total rekeying
workload of the satellite becomes N r and
(k logk N). r for Flat and LKH protocol respectively.
In our protocol, satellite is only responsible for rekeying
TUs, not members directly. Thus, satellite is not affected
from r. This significantly reduces rekeying workload of
the satellite. Also, unlike to members, TUs do not show
dynamic join-leave characteristic and rekeying workload
coming from TUs is neglible. In addition to this, our
protocol uses advantages of the batch keying that
reduces rekeying workload (we show this contribution
with parameter m ). Having 1 TU, rekeying workload of
satellite in our protocol is (k logk 1) I m. For

aforementioned values, rekeying workload of satellite is
10", 4 *106 for Flat and LKH respectively. However, in
our protocol, rekeying workload of the satellite is
(21og2 500) = 20 that is much smaller than Flat and
LKH protocols (i =1). When batch keying parameter
m is increased, performance also increases.

Rekeying workload for TU can be found in same
manner. Each TU manages a local member group having

n, = N il 2048 or more members. Whenever a

member join leave event occurs, TU applies LKH rules
to its local group. Number of rekeying for single TU
group is r1 = r/ . Then, rekeying workload of a TU

is (l1gk (n))* rP . This workload (approximately 2000-
2500) is easily handled by even low capacity TU.

Number of keys which are stored in satellite is
another important parameter. In both Flat and LKH
protocol, unique keys are stored in satellite for each
member and storage load is N . In our protocol, satellite
only stores seed values and unique keys for each TU
together with a general group key. Thus, number of keys
stored in satellite is 2 1+1 which is much smaller than
Flat and LKH protocols. Number of keys, which are
stored in one TU, are group key vector Zi together with

LKH keys: nI + logk (n) . Number of keys that are stored

in member for Flat and LKH is 1 and logk N
respectively. In our protocol, it is logk (n,) 11. Table 1

summarizes these results.

6.2 Advantages of Selected Cryptographic
Methods

As a novel approach, we use a message recovery type
algorithm ECPVSS in our satellite multicast security
protocol. Main goal of cryptographic routines in
multicast security protocols is the securely transmitting

group and session keys to their destination. These keys
are generally 128-256 bit symmetric encryption keys.
For this reason, a message recovery digital signature
algorithm based on ECC is very good choice to transmit
these keys.

Table 2 shows comparison of ECPVSS to other well-
known cryptographic methods that are also frequently
used in satellite multicast systems. Possible message
length of ECPVSS signature and message overheads are
given together with their alternatives. In our case, we
assume that 128 or 160 bit group or session keys are
transmitted to use in a block (AES or variable length
block cipher) or stream cipher (LFSR based).
We firstly compare ECPVSS with 1024 bit RSA

signature with appendix. Total length of the message and
signature are 256 byte. Also, DSA with 1024 bit modulus
and common signature with appendix size are shown.
Note that, in Elgamal encryption, ciphertext is doubled
[21]. Thus, encrypted session key (ciphertext) and
signature sizes are 256 and 50 byte respectively. For
ECDSA, order of EC is accepted as 20 byte and
signature size is 50 byte. Like DSA, ciphertext is
doubled in ECC. Thus, encrypted session keys and
signature sizes are 50-100 and 50 bytes respectively. For
DH and ECDH, common moduli are same with DSA and
ECDSA. However, due to both parties of the
communication send messages, total transmitted message
is doubled and is 256 byte. For DH, session keys are
encrypted with Elgamal cryptosystem while in ECDH
they are encrypted with ECC. Note that, also RSA and
El-Gamal type algorithms could be compared in message
recovery type algorithms. However, implementing these
algorithms with standardized appendix schemes is
common application. Details can be found in [3].
Appropriate certificate sizes are selected for compared
algorithms.

ECPVSS provides authentication, integrity and
unforgeability while pure implementation of RSA-
Elgamal, EC, DH and ECDH does not provide these
properties. With appropriate key bit length,
confidentiality can be provided by all methods. In our
protocol, we insert certificate information to the plaintext
part V. Also, due to group key is a cryptographically
generated random number, it includes sufficient
redundancy. However, considering worst case, we may
add 10 byte redundancy. Using these, overhead of

ECPVSS is 40-60 byte providing 2 80-2 160 total
break resistance security. Note that ECPVSS is at least 3
times better then nearest competitive for bandwidth
consumption. Table 2 summaries these results.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new satellite multicast

security protocol. Our protocol utilizes two independent
key distribution layers (satellite-TU and TU-Members
layers) that significantly reduce the rekeying workload of
the satellite multicast system Also, number of keys that
are stored in the satellite is reduced. This architecture
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encapsulates rekeying operations in local member groups
in TU-Member layer and effect of the modification does
not spread to the whole multicast system and especially
satellite. This approach provides scalability and high
performance for especially very large and dynamic
multicast systems. In addition to this, we introduce using
ECPVSS as major cryptographic method in satellite
multicast systems. ECPVSS is a MR type signature
scheme based ECC and specifically designed for
bandwidth limited environments. We use ECPVSS for
secure group key and seed transmission that provides at
least 3 times bandwidth advantages for best competitive
method. Moreover, ECPVSS provides major
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For very large System I > 500, k=2, r> 105 and N > 106 n,n= N /
Rekeying Load # of Keys Stored Rekeying Load # of Keys # of Keys Stored
over Satellite in Satellite for TU Stored in TU in Member

FLAT N r N 1
LKH (klogk N). r N llogkN

Our Protocol (k logk 1)1 m 2 1+1 (logk (n )) nI + logk (n,) logk (n,)
Table 1. Performance comparison of our protocol to Flat and LKH protocols

Byte RSA - Sig. ElGamal -DSA EC - ECDSA DH ECDH ECPVSS
Size of the Session Key 128 256 50-100 256 50-100 Included in

Transmitted Data Signature
for Signature 128 50 50 256 100 20

Rekeying(BW) Certificate 256 168 60 20
Total 512 474 160 512 150 40-60

Authentication no yes no yes no yes no no yes
Integrity no yes no yes no yes no no yes

Unforgeability no yes no yes no yes no no yes

Confidentiality yes
Table 2. Advantages and properties of ECPVSS against its widely used alternatives
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